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models (CBDM’s). CBDM’s generate a series of
predictive annual lighting quantities across virtual sensor
grids or camera viewpoints within a design model that
includes building geometry, urban context, material
properties, and sometimes dynamic shading devices. This
annual lighting data is predicted using statistical typical
climate data generated using methods such as the typical
meteorological year (TMY) or international weather for
energy calculations (IWEC), which means that an hourly
(or more frequent) series of realistic skies is used in the
lighting calculations. Once annual lighting data—either
illuminance, luminance or a combination thereof—is
generated, then it can be assessed for its qualitative impact
on occupant comfort and lighting energy reduction.
Several illuminance-based CBDM lighting measures
have been proposed to assess the quality of daylight
received within a space. Mardaljevic’s useful daylight
illuminances (UDI) concept separates illuminance from
daylight received into four thresholds: fell short (UDI-f,
0-100 lx), supplemental (UDI-s, 100-300 lx), autonomous
(UDI-a, 300-3,000 lx), and exceeded (UDI-e, > 3,000 lx)
(Mardaljevic, et al. 2012). Supplemental and autonomous
light is subjectively positive, while exceeded light is
subjectively negative and may lead to increased solar heat
gains and discomfort glare.
Reinhart and Wienold (2011) similarly proposed Daylight
Availability, which presumes that at a set lighting goal—
for example, 500 lx—the negative threshold is 10 times
the lighting threshold—5,000 lx in this example. It is
suggested that 5% of the occupied hours in the year is a
threshold which means that the virtual lighting sensor is
‘overlit.’
The Illumination Engineering Society’s LM-83 (2012)
standard suggests that overlighting is defined by direct
sunlight over a 1,000 lx threshold, ignoring diffuse
skylight and reflected light. This metric is called Annual
Sunlight Exposure (ASE). More than 250 occupied hours
of direct sunlight exposure, equating to 6.8% of occupied
hours, is likely to lead to occupant discomfort within an
area.
The measures discussed so far in this section are
horizontal illuminance-based metrics for assessing
negative daylighting qualities in spaces. Luminancebased visual comfort metrics more closely relate to the
occupant experience of daylit spaces. Primarily, they use
luminance images rendered for a specific occupant view
rather than workplane illuminance levels. These

Abstract
This paper presents a novel study comparing advanced
annual visual discomfort calculations to typical
illuminance-based overlighting metrics. The Unified
Glare Rating (UGR), Daylight Glare Probability (DGP),
and simplified Daylight Glare Probability (DGPs) are
calculated at an occupant’s eye level and are compared to
the Useful Daylight Illuminance Exceeded (UDI-e, %
time ≥ 3,000 lx) climate-based daylighting metrics. 720
designs are tested annually comprising 10,121,583
individual visual discomfort calculations. The author
finds that UDI-e can predict discomfort correctly or
provide extra scrutiny on discomfort analysis in between
93.1% and 98.9% of cases; therefore, it is sometimes a
reasonable replacement for more arduous visual
discomfort calculations. Prudence is still necessary in
using illuminance-based replacements in spaces
susceptible to experiencing strong contrast.

Introduction
Daylit buildings have positive qualities: connection to the
outside through view and natural lighting, playing a role
in regulating physiological rhythms and alertness, and
minimizing electric lighting use and internal gains.
Unfortunately, the presence of daylight in buildings is not
always positive. Excessive brightness, strong contrast,
intense reflections, or direct sunlight can cause visual
discomfort or disability. This is especially prevalent in
hot, bright climates such as Singapore where occupants
may be especially sensitive to light. This paper is a
response to a lack of expedient and simple feedback
methods for annual visual comfort analysis during the
design of green buildings in Singapore. Through a
parametric study investigating 5 different design
parameters and including 720 annual simulation models,
the relationship between horizontal illuminance-based
‘overlighting’ metrics and rendering-based visual
discomfort metrics are investigated as they relate to
potential visual discomfort.
Metrics to determine negative daylit qualities
It is necessary to define what constitutes positive
daylighting as well as negative daylighting in addition to
defining temporal thresholds for when a space may be
exposed to too much negative daylighting—direct
sunlight or visual discomfort. All measures used within
this manuscript are based upon climate-based daylighting
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except that disturbing is set at 0.4 and intolerable at 0.45.
Vertical eye illuminance has been reported by Van Den
Wymelenberg, et al. and Jakubiec, et al. to be disturbing
at values greater than 1,500 lx, corresponding to a DGPs
value of 0.28. UGR is normalized between 0 and 1 by
multiplying by a factor of 0.01607 as reported by Jakubiec
and Reinhart (2012) such that values of 28
(uncomfortable) or higher are equivalent to a DGP of 0.45
(intolerable).

luminance images of the occupant’s actual field of view
can be used to predict contrast-based glare as well as
scenes that are too bright to be comfortable. In this
manuscript, 2 luminance-based and 1 illuminance-based
visual discomfort metrics are utilized: the CIE Unified
Glare Rating (UGR) (CIE 1995), Daylight Glare
Probability (DGP) (Wienold and Christoffersen 2006),
and a simplified DGP (DGPs) (Wienold 2009) calculated
using only vertical illuminance without a rendering.
UGR, the CIE’s recommended glare metric, is a contrastonly measure displayed in Equation 1 that attempted to
make glare calculations simple enough to be
computationally feasible as well as to integrate most of
the existing studies of its time. It should be noted that most
studies up until that point were derived from laboratory
experiments using diffusing screens and bright
fluorescent lamps. DGP, displayed in Equation 2, is a
more recent metric that was experimentally derived in
office spaces in Germany and Denmark kept oriented
towards the solar azimuth either by a rotating test room or
by choosing the time of experimentation to be during
direct solar exposure on the facade. DGP also utilized
modern measuring techniques such as high dynamic range
imaging (HDRI) for its derivation; therefore, contrast
sources could be identified due to bright reflections within
the test spaces as well as outside of them rather than based
on the mean luminance of a mostly uniform source. As a
result, the DGP metric is derived under more realistic
daylit circumstances than those which came before. DGP
reports the percentage of people likely to be
uncomfortable within a specific circumstance. Finally,
DGPs (Equation 3) is a simplified metric proposed by
Wienold to quickly estimate DGP using illuminance alone
without a rendering-based contrast calculation.
In Equations 1 through 3, Lb is the background luminance
(cd/m2), Ls is the contrast source luminance (cd/m2), ωs is
the perceived size of the glare source in the visual field
(str), Ev is the vertical eye illuminance (lx), and P is the
Guth position index—a ranking term weighting the visual
sensitivity of different regions of the field of view
(Luckiesh and Guth 1949). The reader should note that
UGR consists of a single term, accounting for only
contrast, while DGP has three terms: an illuminance term,
a contrast term, and a constant term. The illuminance term
relates the total brightness of the scene to comfort, the
contrast term accounts for discomfort due to luminance
variation, and the constant term informs us that 16% of
people are likely to be visually uncomfortable no matter
the lighting quality. It has been noted in previous studies
that UGR ranks contrast-based glare as more important
than DGP; however, in very bright situations with an
excess of sunlight, UGR may give false negatives.
Therefore, it is useful to investigate both metrics. Finally,
DGPs (Equation 3) has only an illuminance and a constant
term, and its form is meant to give close numerical results
to the full DGP equation.
UGR evaluates within a range from imperceptible to
uncomfortable with the unacceptable threshold set at 22
and the uncomfortable threshold at 28. DGP also
evaluates within similarly classified subjective ranges,

Methodology
Daylighting simulations
The author calculates annual illuminance distributions for
all metrics utilizing Daysim, a tool which employs a
daylight coefficient-based approach from 145 diffuse sky
patches, approximately 65 direct solar positions, and 3
areas of the outside ground (Reinhart and Walkenhorst
2001). Daysim is based on an extension of the Radiance
physically-based lighting engine (Ward 1994). Fifteenminute interval weather data is used to more readily
extract luminous peaks that may lead to discomfort glare.
The 15-minute data was generated using the
ds_shortterm program in Daysim (Walkenhorst et al.
2002), which employs a stochastic model to emulate
changing cloud cover on a sub-hourly basis, reducing
missed discomfort due to using hourly climactic averages
in visual discomfort predictions when employed. This
decision follows that of Mardaljevic, et al. (2012). The
differences between using the 15-minute weather file and
the hourly weather file for Singapore’s Changi Airport
IWEC data can be seen for a representative single-day
period in Figure 1. The chosen day, January 25th, is
partially cloudy as are most days in Singapore. When
using hourly integrated data, natural peaks that originate
from cloud movement and transient solar exposure are
lost. Using the 15-minute modelled weather data
increases the likelihood of experiencing momentary
visual discomfort due to rapidly changing cloud cover, as
is typical in Singapore.
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angles are neglected when calculating Lb. In this manner,
when paired with identified glare source information at
each timestep (solid angle, luminance, and position index)
annual UGR results can be calculated with minimal
additional overhead to the eDGPs method calculation.
Parametric daylighting models
Daylight simulation models were based on the MIT
reference office (Reinhart et al. 2013) using four primary
parametric variables: orientation, window-to-wall ratio
(WWR), visible light transmittance of the glazing (Tvis),
and fixed horizontal shading. For annual glare
calculations, an additional fifth parameter was included—
furniture layout looking either towards a window or
facing a wall parallel to the window. Orientation is
divided into 8 directions: N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and
NW. WWR includes 5 different glazing strategies ranging
from 20% to 87%. Three fixed vertical shading options
are defined by the angle of sky from the zenith obstructed
when measured from the bottom sill of the window: no
obstruction, 15 degrees, and 30 degrees. The
combinations of WWR and shading are illustrated in
Figure 2. Tvis is set at 3 values: 35%, 55% and 75%. No
urban obstructions are included in the calculation models.
Figure 3 depicts the 2 seating arrangements, front and
side, utilized when calculating visual discomfort and
vertical illuminance metrics. The first arrangement (3A—
side) includes desks parallel to the window direction
looking towards the side walls in the shoebox models. The
second arrangement (3B—front) includes desks with
view directions perpendicular to the window. Each
furniture arrangement includes views 1.2 m, 3.6 m, 6.0 m,
and 8.4 m from the facade as indicated by the red
viewpoint and view direction indicators in Figure 3.
For each indicated viewpoint, UDI-e (% time ≥ 3,000 lx)
and 3 annual visual discomfort metrics—UGR, DGP, and
DGPs—are calculated. UDI-e is calculated at a workplane
height of 0.76 m, and the height of the eye for visual
discomfort metrics is 1.18 m above the finished floor.

Figure 1: Modelled 15-minute irradiance values
compared to hourly values from IWEC climate data.
Wienold (2009) proposed a method for rapidly simulating
hourly, annual visual discomfort for the DGP metric,
which involves simplifying the calculation process by
separating the terms of the DGP equation into various
simulation processes. The illuminance term is calculated
quickly by using the Daysim software, and the contrast
term is calculated using very fast ‘0 ambient bounce’
images rendered in Radiance that account only for the
direct view of the sun, direct view of the sky, and specular
solar reflections. Wienold calls this method ‘enhanced
simplified DGP’ or eDGPs, which contrasts with
‘simplified DGP’ (DGPs) that is based entirely on vertical
illuminance (see Equation 3).
Two shortcomings of the eDGPs method are (1) that
contrast glare sources are identified at a constant
luminance of 8,000 cd/m2 when they are better
determined based on ambient lighting levels and (2) that
other metrics such as UGR cannot be calculated. In this
study, Wienold’s method is modified to address these
shortcomings. To address the first shortcoming, the
contrast threshold is determined based on the vertical eye
illuminance at each 15-minute timestep such that
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑐𝑑/𝑚
5 ∙ 𝐸 /𝜋 . Contrast sources are
identified by being 5 times brighter than the mean image
luminance. To address the second shortcoming, deriving
annual UGR values, is somewhat more involved. Lb, the
background luminance, is calculated by subtracting the
illuminance contribution from each glare source
identified by the evalglare software. The illuminance
contributions of all glare sources and their total solid

Figure 2: Parametric façade designs—5 WWR variations and 3 fixed horizontal shading depths.
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calculations. This reduces the per-orientation calculations
by the following percentages: S, 48.9%; SW, 55.5%; W,
56.2%; NW, 57.1%; N, 51.1%; NW, 44.5%; E, 43.8%;
SE, 42.9%. In addition, visual comfort is not calculated
when predicted vertical eye illuminance is below 100 lx.
This results in 10,121,583 calculations analysed in this
paper. When calculating temporal statistics for UGR,
DGP, and DGPs (95th percentile values explained in
Section 2.1), the number of calculations is presumed to be
the full 36 timesteps/day ꞏ 365 days/year = 13,140
timesteps, which is logical considering that when the
façade is in shadow, discomfort is unlikely to occur.

Results
Comparison between 95th percentile of visual
discomfort and workplane UDI-e percentages
Wienold (2009) suggests that the 95th percentile limit of
visual discomfort values should be utilized following the
thermal comfort standard EN 15251 (2007), where the
comfort target can be exceeded for 5% of the year.
Therefore, if the 95th percentile of visual discomfort is
disturbing or intolerable, then the location is deemed to
have unacceptable visual discomfort. By plotting the 95th
percentile normalized UGR and DGP values against the
UDI-e percentages on the workplane, the author
investigates if horizontal illuminance-based overlighting
calculations follow the same trends as best-practice—and
more time consuming—visual discomfort calculations.
These results can be seen in Figure 4, comparing
normalized UGR to UDI-e, and in Figure 5, comparing
DGP to UDI-e. The vertical dashed lines on the figures
illustrate cutoffs between visual discomfort categories;
vertical lines separate between imperceptible, noticeable,
disturbing, and intolerable, while horizontal lines are

Figure 3: Shoebox model dimensions and glare
calculation points for two furniture layouts.
Simulation timestep reduction
For an 8 AM to 5 PM schedule, the number of visual
discomfort calculations implied by the methodology
above is 36 timesteps/day ꞏ 365 days/year ꞏ 4 views ꞏ 2
furniture layouts ꞏ 8 orientations ꞏ 5 WWR’s ꞏ 3 shading
types ꞏ 3 Tvis values = 37,843,200 calculations. To reduce
computation time, only calculations where a sun under a
clear sky could shine directly on the façade orientation are
calculated, although the 15-minute timestep TMY3
climate data (example in Figure 1) is used in actual

Figure 5: DGP 95th percentile limits compared to
UDI-e>3000 lx results on the workplane.

Figure 4: UGR 95th percentile limits compared to
UDI-e>3000 lx results on the workplane.
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located at 5% and 10% overlighting values—typical
thresholds for ‘too much’ daylighting. The green boxes on
the plots identify the areas where the normalized UGR or
DGP 95th percentile values and UDI-e values agree in
identifying visual discomfort, while the red boxes
illustrate areas where UDI-e underpredicts the potential
for visual discomfort by the detailed visual discomfort
metrics. The areas where no boxes exist are benign
disagreements between the two metrics, where UDI-e
over-predicts the potential for visual discomfort
according to the glare metrics, resulting in extra scrutiny
of potential discomfort that is not detrimental to an
analytical design process. The 0.40 ‘disturbing’ threshold
is used as the cutoff for visual discomfort, and 5% of
overlit hours are used as the cutoff for ‘overlighting.’ To
state this succinctly, when UDI-e underestimates the
detailed glare measure (red boxes), this is a result where
using a simplified design measure will result in
undetected glare, a very poor result. When UDI-e
overestimates the glare measure, the result is acceptable,
since the occupants eventually occupying a building
designed under that analytical assumption would not
experience extra visual discomfort. Table 1 shows the
percentages of agreement (green boxes), underestimates
where strong visual discomfort potential is missed by the
illuminance calculation (red boxes), and benign
overestimations (no boxes) using the 95th percentile of
DGP and normalized UGR values. The 95th percentile
values were calculated as if a full 13,140 visual
discomfort calculations were made for each view as noted
in Section 2.3.
Table 1: Design assessment comparison between UDI-e
and 95 percentile visual discomfort measures.

UGR
DGP

Figure 6: Comparison between DGP and DGPs
95th percentile limits.
Instantaneous comparisons between workplane
illuminance and visual discomfort metrics
Finally, instantaneous results of UGR and DGP are
compared against workplane illuminance values
calculated at the same time, shown in Figures 7 for UGR
and 8 for DGP. This analysis provides another level of
detail by attempting to answer the question, “Can
illuminance-based overlighting metrics properly identify
the specific times when discomfort glare occurs?” The
vertical lines on these figures are based on Wienold’s
subjective thresholds reported earlier in this manuscript
(0.30, 0.35, 0.40, and 0.45), and the horizontal line is
placed at 3,000 lx as the threshold for too much daylight.
These figures show a random sample of 100,000 results
of the more than 10 million available. To answer the
question asked for UGR, the percentage of time where the
3,000 lx threshold fails to identify a value greater than or
equal to 0.40 is 8.3% (838,880). For the DGP metric, this
percentage is only 2.1% (212,778). These percentages are
just those that would cause a designer to potentially miss
a critical period of visual discomfort and are indicated in
the red boxes following the conventions earlier in this
paper. From Figures 7 and 8 it is apparent that a horizontal
illuminance threshold of 3,000 lx also provides many
instances of visual discomfort overestimation compared
to the 2 measures.

UDI-e
UDI-e Under- UDI-e OverAgrees With
estimates
estimates
88.3% (2543) 6.9% (200)
4.8% (137)
93.1% (2682)
1.1% (31)
5.8% (167)

Comparison between DGP and DGPs 95th percentile
metrics
It is also useful to compare the 95th percentile limits of
DGP and DGPs (Figure 6), since calculating DGPs
vertically takes a similar amount of computational time
compared to UDI-e and horizontal workplane CBDM’s.
5.0% (144) of the 95th percentile DGPs results
underestimate
the
higher-quality
and
more
computationally intensive DGP results by more than 0.05.
0.05 is a significant threshold, because it is the subjective
bin separation for the 4 rankings of visual discomfort used
by Wienold: imperceptible (0.30), noticeable (0.35),
disturbing (0.40), and intolerable (0.45).
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Figure 7: Instantaneous UGR vs. workplane illuminance.

Figure 8: Instantaneous DGP vs. workplane illuminance.

Discussion and Conclusions

predict significant discomfort are underestimated by
UDI-e. In other words, horizontal illuminance-based
CBDM’s miss some instances of contrast-based visual
discomfort which UGR does not. In the case of both
metrics, UDI-e will predict overlighting where the visual
discomfort metrics do not predict discomfort in between
4.8% and 5.8% of cases. The author suggests that the extra
design scrutiny caused by this extra prediction of
discomfort would not be detrimental to a design analysis
process since it would not discomfort eventual building
occupants.
In the opinion of the author, the discrepencies between
‘high quality’ annual visual discomfort calculations and
quick overlighting calculations are not disparate enough
to outweigh the significant value of having fast design
feedback. It is well known that rapid design feedback in
the early phases of a design project can have a significant
impact of their development. At the same time, it is
important to exercise caution. In spaces where contrast
may be especially prevalent—those with large windows,
specular monitor surfaces or low illuminance
requirements—it is prudent to use a rendering-based
methodology to validate the results of the overlighting
calculation. Either an annual visual discomfort calculation
(Jakubiec and Reinhart 2012) or renderings at key periods
throughout the year (An and Mason 2010) would improve
the analysis quality and reduce the likelyhood of false
negatives in detecting visual disocomfort.

The purpose of this study was to test often-asserted ideas
that illuminance-based overlighting measures can be used
in place of more onerous visual discomfort calculations
that involve rendering. Specifically, the author follows the
work of Mardaljevic, et al. (2012), who asserted that
“relation between [the 95th percentile of DGP] and […]
UDI metrics seems sufficiently robust” to warrant further
analysis—in this case with more complete discomfort
calculations not based wholly on illuminance. The
amount of potential time savings in making this leap is
immense. A rough idea from this study of the savings is
that annual visual discomfort calculations took around 20
times longer than equivalent annual illuminance
calculations, and that is after reducing the calculations as
described in Section 2.3. A dedicated 12 core—2 GHz
computer ran calculations for a full month. While recent
methods such as GPU rendering (Jones and Reinhart
2014) and Radiance N-phase calculations (GeislerMoroder, et al. 2016) could help alleviate this issue, a
fundamental gap in computational requirements remains.
UDI-e’s overall utility in evaluating the presence of
visual discomfort probability
The results presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 comparing
95th percentile visual discomfort values and UDI-e
overlighting percentages show that in many cases correct
conclusions can be drawn about whether a location
experiences significant visual discomfort during the year
by using an illuminance-based overlighting CBDM alone
(see Table 1). When using DGP, heaviliy weighted on
vertical illuminance values, as the discomfort metric of
choice this is especially apparent. In only 1.1% of the
tested design cases did UDI-e underestimate the
conclusion that significant visual discomfort exists. On
the other hand, UGR which is a purely contrast metric
does not fare as well being predicted by horizontal
illuminances—a larger 6.9% of design cases which
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